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HIGHLIGHT OF THE MONTH 

 

We warmly welcome 2 new DMC partners to Travelmediate! 

We are very excited to have TWO NEW DMC partners on board. Please join us welcoming 

Montenegro Concierge DMC & Atlas Express warmly. 

Atlas Express is your on site MICE supplier, Program developer & leisure groups and independent 
travelers (FIT's) agent in Slovenia. We are already dreaming of visiting Europe's best kept secret, 

are you?! This 'new' and diverse destination is definitely a visiting worth and it will surprise you.  

Montenegro Concierge DMC is the travel expert in (yes it's already in the name)... 

Montenegro. Having an overview of Montenegro MICE industry's happenings, our multi-lingual 
team will deliver an ideal product launch, signature incentives, successful meetings, motivating 

conferences, team buildings, and much more! Montenegro is the perfect destination for your next 

(luxury) getaway!   
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EXCITING NEWS 

 

Follow Harm in South Africa from 14 March - 02 April! 

On invitation of our DMC partner Diamond Travel & Go Tourism, Harm will discover South Africa 
from 14 March - 2 April. Make sure you are following our Social Media channels to follow Harm 

and discover more about this gorgeous destination!   

 Instagram 

 Facebook 

 LinkedIN 

 YouTube 

After doing thorough research, calls with our partners and with good friends in South Africa and 
with KLM, we decided that traveling to and in South Africa is save enough (with an eye on Corona). 

If you want more information and details about the situation and safety in the country please let 
us know here, we're happy to share the results with you. 
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DESTINATION OF THE MONTH 

 

Italy is one of the 21 best destinations to travel in 2021 according to 

CNN  

The unique charm of Italian landscapes continues to enchant abroad; CNN has recently compiled 
a list of the 21 best trips to do during this 2021, including Italy among the recommended 

destinations. The American all news network has already rewarded the peninsula several times, 
first with a ranking of the most beautiful villages and then highlighting Polignano a Mare among 

the most beautiful beaches in the world.  

Italy is once again defined as one of the twenty-one destinations to be included in the travel wish 

list, confirming the strong interest in the Bel Paese which is considered particularly interesting 
both from a historical-artistic point of view and from a landscape one.  

Among the reasons why Italy has been included in the places to visit is the lower flow of tourists: 

if in fact in recent years the cities of art such as Rome and Florence witnessed what is called 

'over-tourism', limits that will be imposed if we can return to travel will allow travellers to enjoy 
the cities in a peaceful and pleasant way.  

Another reason considered relevant to include this beautiful peninsula in the ranking is the work 

to improve the services offered to travellers: for example, the largest cities of art such as Venice 

are promoting artisans trying to outshine the souvenir shops that trap travellers.  

Furthermore, among the reasons for rewarding Italy is the strengthening of the distancing 
measures that will be extended to ensure safety in the coming months: the Brera Art Gallery, for 

example, has declared that it wants to continue with admissions by reservation only.  

Finally, CNN's suggestion is also to shift attention on farmhouses, rural realities and villages where 

it will be possible to maintain social distancing while enjoying relaxation and tasting traditional 
dishes that are loved all over the world. We are happy that we represent our DMC partner, 

Comunicando Eventi, in this gorgeous and perfect (MICE) destination.  

Ask more information about Italy  
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Find us online 

Follow us on our social media and stay up to date during our travels and events. 

 

Facebook  

Instagram  

E-mail  

LinkedIN  

 

 

 

meet the world & create yours 

 

 

 

DMC representation in: 
 

Africa  -  Asia & Pacific  -  Europe  -  South & Central America  -  Middle East  -  North 

America 
 

 
 

Want to make your trip extra unforgettable? Take a look at our Gifts & Benefits: 

 
Premium Gifts    -    Local Gifts    -    Benefits 
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